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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
Upskill via our Academy in either:
Cyber Security, Robotic Process Automation or Data Analytics
Complete the course gain your certification and become job ready

DISCOVER
Discover your new skills and your new career pathway. At WYWM we examine
your ability to learn through our own assessment platform. This platform is called
'potential'. It helps you discover if you are suitable for one of our technology
pathways.

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
Undergo Testing
Determine pathway matching to technology roles of the future
Get expert Career Advice and your results outlining your potential for these roles.

TRAIN
Become career ready in 12 weeks through the Accredited WYWM Academy.
Learn online at your own pace from the comfort of your home. You do not need
any prior IT experience, you do not need to know code. We train you to learn
the skills on how to perform these roles and then how to use different software
systems across each pathway.
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DEPLOY
Stand out to employers, with your new certification, experience you bring
from your previous role and get assistance by our team in finding a new role.
The current job roles within the chosen technology industries are based in:
Sydney, Canberra and Brisbane

FAQs
Who is managing the program? WithYouWithMe is responsible for the delivery
of the program. Upon entry into the program, participants will be allocated
a Pathfinder who will work hand in hand throughout the program.

Who pays for the Program? The program is funded and endorsed by the
iCare Foundation.

How long does the program take? The training can be finished in as little
as 12 weeks. Timeframes can vary depending on individual circumstances.
Post completion of the training you will be assisted by an Account Manager
who will help you find new employment within that industry.

What if I am not suitable for a technology role? Not everyone is suitable
to learn, however we can only determine this after your testing. Your results
will provide you and your Case Manager an overview of what other roles you
may like to pursue based on the data from your assessment.
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